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Introduction
											to PCN
PCN has a network of over 90k contacts in the industry.
Our international team of professionals are dedicated to providing
the very best services. We’ve accumulated over 10k candidate
interviews over the years with a retention rate of 92% with over
150 placements per year.
We focus on FinTech, SaaS, eCommerce & Cyber Security.
Candidates looking to take the next step in their careers, clients
looking for the best talent, or just interested in the latest from our
industries - we’ve got you covered with offices in Amsterdam, Atlanta,
Berlin and Singapore.
People create networks.

Our clients
We’re proud of the work we do and we’ve got all the stories and results to
show for it. Here’s a snippet of some of the clients that we have worked
with and delivered results for.

Plus many more undisclosed clients...

Overview
Here is a high-level overview of the industries that we specialise
in. Over the years we have connected hundreds of companies
with candidates of the highest quality, helping businesses grow
all over the globe.

Sectors
Fintech

SaaS (Software as a service)

E-commerce

Cyber Security

We know the fintech industry inside out.
We have been leading recruitment and media
coverage in this area for more than 10 years and
intend on further developing our connections.

Over the last few years, we have been heavily
involved in the SaaS industry, building
connections with the key players, leaders and
some of the best talent in the world.

PCN works with some of the biggest eCom
platforms, such as Delivery Hero & Zalando.
As E-commerce is driven by technological
leaps, we’re on the pulse of all the ins and outs
within the market and will be able to guide you
through the wilderness.

The protection of computer systems and
networks from theft or damage is of the
upmost importance to our clients. We have
carefully developed a team that is specialised
in cyber security and ready to advise you with
expert insights.

Expertise / Practice Groups
Here’s some of the practice groups that we are currently hiring in

Commercial

Product

Delivery and Risk

Compliance

Fraud

Video testimonials
Our clients over the years have appreciated our approach. We’re focused
on creating a clear level of communication and maintaining our high level
of expertise. Click below to hear the stories from our previous work.

Andrew Monroe & Brennan Peterson
Listen to Andrew Monroe & Brennan Peterson, Andrew
being the General Manager North America at Ingenico
ePayments describe his experience with us and why he
chose to work with PCN.

Nabil Naimy
Listen to Nabil, the former COO of Hipay, describe his experience
working with us and why we are different from most hiring
companies (including some of our CV filtering processes).

Case study Volt
unified banking

Client relationship | 3 years

PCN supporting unified
banking and direct
payments.
Founded in 2019, Volt is building the infrastructure for global instant
payments. Today, its open payments gateway allows merchants and
PSPs to process transactions securely between accounts held at more
than 5,000 banks in the UK and EU. Volt’s unique aggregation model
provides unrivaled open payments reach and maximises the speed,
security, and resilience of transactions.

The brief

Volt

Volt came to us whilst going through a period of rapid growth
and the need to rapidly scale their team. In addition, they needed
to keep an eye out for talent and expertise.
They struggled with poor timelines to source candidates and
a shortage of space for interview scheduling and coordination.
They needed direct access to the right talent who could have a
significant impact on the organization. With this in mind, we got
to work, allocating our experts onto the task of recruiting Volt’s
ideal candidates.

Talent
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Talent

Our approach

Our network

Our team

Each interaction with our clients consists of a series of steps.
First, we meet with all stakeholders involved to understand the
requirements of our role in the project. Following this, we discuss
and agree on deliverables from both parties. Finally, we
proceed with our interview process, offers and aftercare.
Through a mix of recruitment, headhunting and marketing services,
we were able to provide Volt with access to our expansive network,
while also raising the brand’s profile and visibility through channels
ranging from social media, PCN Magazine and our podcast.

Volt
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Locations

The outcome
Guided by the expertise of 6 consultants, we were able to
successfully place candidates in roles ranging from Integrations,
Business Development / Sales, Account Management & Partnerships.
In addition to providing Volt with high-quality candidate profiles, we
were able to fill each role within 25 days — using the knowledge of
our sector to our advantage.
Through our continued collaboration with Volt, our team placed
candidates in a wide array of specialisations. In total, we placed
candidates across the Netherlands, France, and the UK. Pulling from
our talent pool, we placed 2 candidates in Integrations, 5 in Business/
Sales, 1 in Account Management and 2 in Partnerships.

France

Netherlands

United Kingdom

Placements / Roles

5		 Business Development / Sales
2		 Integrations
1		 Account Management
2		 Partnerships
TTP (Time to placement)

25 days
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PCN’s Network and Global reach is
unsurpassed and has been instrumental
in the success of Volt so far...
– Jordan Lawrence

It’s a pleasure to work with PCN and they work very
quickly to deliver the best talent on the market.
PCN understands the industry and speaks the language
of payments, this is their greatest strength.
– Tom Greenwood

Client’s feedback
“Equipping us with additional marketing opportunities in
addition to recruitment services, PCN’s deep understanding
of the Fintech industry provided us with a unique advantage.
Through effective marketing campaigns, and a wide social
media reach, PCN was able to represent Volt through a
multi-faceted approach within the market. With additional
tools such as network benchmarking and the expertise of
their team — PCN’s approach to talent sourcing ensures you
get the best candidates.”

PCN’s deep understanding of the Fintech industry provided us with a
unique advantage. Through effective marketing campaigns, and a wide
social media presence, PCN was able to represent Volt through a multi-faceted
approach within the market. With additional tools such as network benchmarking,
and the expertise of their team — PCN’s approach to talent sourcing ensures
you get the best candidates.
– Volt

What is the
process?

PCN

PCN process

This is also the same
process for Digital Source

PCN has developed a tried and tested process that sees us
looking closely at all key points in the success of an agreement.
We guide you through each part with attention to detail and
aftercare to ensure that our clients are happy.

1

2

3

4

5

Meet with all stakeholders
involved to understand the
requirements and dynamics
of the role(s)

Discuss and agree on
process with deliverables,
such as:

Interview process:

Offer/Accept

Aftercare

– Delivery of long-list
– Interview slots
– Weekly catch-up calls
– Feedback on candidates
– Feedback from the market
on the company and role

– Provide qualified, matched
& prepped candidates
– Discuss feedback
– Analyse & assess
candidates suitability,
adjust where needed

– We will be with you
along the whole process
to support the contract
negotiation, offer and
acceptance

– Check-in and prep the
candidate
to start
– Stay in touch with the
candidate to ensure they are
happy and successful

PCN content services
PCN’s content services are fully established from the 30k podcast downloads, 7k plus blog
entries, to active YouTube content. We’re busy staying on the pulse of the industry.
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Listen to the podcast W

PCN is pulling together sources of information, and becoming
the place to go for all the resources that are relevant for clients
and candidates. On our website, you’ll be able to find guides
to navigating those tricky interviews and also tips to grow your
business or organisation.

Every week PCN releases a podcast featuring CEOs, industry leaders,
and special guests. The podcasts are hosted by Rogier Rouppe van
der Voort, our CEO and Alexis Alexis d’Alencon – with a range of
special guests.

View our Webinars

PCN Media is our department that releases video, graphic and
audio content along with paid contributions focused on our
industry. Over the past years, we have established strong media
partnerships with 500+ conferences like the Money20/20 series,
Seamless series, MPE, just to name a few.

View our EPI Series

We’re offering a webinar service crossing all verticals in fintech and
payments. From promotion only all the way through to a Full Webinar
service - PCN can promote, source, host, and deliver a quality digital
event experience. With a portfolio of over 30+ video webinars & video
interviews, we’ve got the know-how to help your business be heard and
seen.

If you’re interested in collaborating or advertising with us, contact: marketing@teampcn.com

Interested in flexible
workforce solutions?
PCN Projects is part of PCN Capital and plays an important role in
providing the full service potential with our clients that we aim for.
In the current markets the pressure is on to find the right permanent
talent, with PCN Capital we’re able to attract this talent for our clients.

PCN Projects areas of business:

Agile:
Scrum & Project
management

Technology:
Software dev & Data

Understanding the need of our clients often exceeds the need for
permanent hire and with PCN Projects we’re able to fulfill every
recruitment need for our clients.

Product:
Fintech & Payments

Cybersecurity

Finance:
KYC, Compliance, Risk

PCN Projects offers 3 flexible workforce solutions in our specialized verticals:

Interim

Temp to perm / deta-vast

Payroll

We connect your company with
highly skilled interim professionals
for your urgent requirement.
Our goal is to provide you with 3
suitable candidates within 48 hrs.

Our solution for clients that are in need of
flexible workforce with the possibility to take
them on permanently. PCN Projects acts as
employer of record for the temporary period.

Our Payroll solution enables
your company to tap into an
international network of highly
skilled contractors. PCN Projects
handles all contractual and
administrative responsibilities.

Get in touch with us
We’re keen to learn more about your
recruitment needs and challenges!
Please get in contact with us.

Daan Schmidt
Director PCN Projects
¼ +31 652534756
º daan@teampcn.com

Wait!
What
about the data...
Digital Source?
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You

Okay, here goes nothing...
We’re connecting cutting-edge tech talent with their perfect fit
opportunity is what we do. Headquartered in sunny and windy
Amsterdam, and together with our massive network of engineering and
data science specialists we are lucky and proud to work with pioneering
organisations and IT talent across Europe.
What else? Oh yeah, we work collaboratively with our candidates and
clients and we put trust and transparency at the heart of everything
we do. With these foundations set in place, we create a unique working
environment.
					So c’mon, let’s chat.

Digital Source

Data talent
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Who we’re working with?
As a team, our success is measured by contributing to our client’s
growing organisations. We are proud to work with some of the most
up-and-coming organisations in E-commerce and Fintech, connecting
them with leading IT professionals. Here are some of our clients:

Pssst... plus many more that we can’t talk about
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Our areas of business
As niche recruitment specialists, we work with candidates and
clients spanning every sector of the data and tech industry.
Here are some of the fields we are ‘know it alls’ in:

Data
Science

Data
Engineering

Software / Web
Development

Technical
Leads

Custom
Team Builds
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“It’s been an absolute pleasure dealing with
you. You´ve been great. Thanks for your sincerity,
availability, and attention throughout the process.”
																											– Son Lam

What our candidates say
We connect people with their dream jobs and help organisations
find their ideal candidates in this big world of data! We focus on this
by listening to the evolving network of data. Ensuring that we are
continuously agile and create a transparent relationship with our
clients. Here are some kind words.

“Digital Source has found a nice new job for me
that suits me very well! I liked that they always
responded quickly and helped me well with
questions. All in all, very nice recruiters.”
																			– Hennie de Harder

“I had the luck to get in contact with DS during my job
seeking and I have been particularly impressed by DS’s
ability to find the right company for me quickly. You were
available at any time and capable of providing the right
information in order to get ready with the job interview...
Definitely recommended!!!”
																									– Giovanni Licitra

“The only person I have found to be able to push
me out of my comfort zone in order to try out new
challenges in terms of work. And she is the reason as
to why I am with Young Capital today. Thanks For the
support DS Team.”
																								– Lukhoba Carl

Plus many more satisfied candidates...
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DS Digest

DS Media
Digital Source produces original multimedia content and
promotional platforms for the IT and Tech community
to connect, exchange knowledge and showcase their
strengths and help them reach their wildest dreams.

Our digest is in-house content,
usually, blogs, video interviews,
opinion pieces and candidate tips
— our weekly blog ‘Digest’ has a
readership of 1k users a month and is
the one stop solution for all things
tech related.

DS Digest: Video Series
Social Media
Our LinkedIn and Instagram
accounts deliver on-the-go
content tailored to our Digital
Source audience. From recruitment
tips, interactive polls, and all our
latest job opportunities, give us a
follow on social media.
Check us out.

As a brand new addition to our
media projects, our DS Digest
series presents short and insightful
interviews with experts in the fields
of data science and information
technology.

Contact us

Amsterdam HQ

Berlin

Atlanta

Singapore

Based in Amsterdam with multiple offices around the world,
PCN is a specialist leading supplier of executive recruitment.
Contact us for more information on our services.

Contact us
Yes, we’re located in the heart of Amsterdam, but you can
also call or email. We’re okay with that too.

Keizersgracht 477B | 1017 DL, Amsterdam

Keizersgracht 477B | 1017 DL, Amsterdam
digitalsource.io | +31 203 030 257

teampcn.com
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info@teampcn.com

